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Single shot measurement of the optical Kerr effect kinetics

G. Le Saux, F. Salin, P. Georges, G. Roger, and A. Brun

We present a method allowing measurement of the kinetics of the optical Kerr effect in transparent media using a single femtosecond pulse. This method is based on a spectrotemporal transformation. We describe the experimental results obtained for ultrafast and noninstantaneous responses.

The use of femtosecond optical pulses with very high peak power has resulted in temporal responses of nonlinear processes being attained in various classes of material. These responses are generally measured with a pump-and-probe technique; unfortunately, this method implies averaging over a great number of successive shots to obtain the whole response. The result then greatly depends on the reproducibility of the laser pulses. Therefore it could be interesting to develop a method giving the complete kinetics using single shot excitation. In this paper we present such a method of measuring with a single pulse the temporal kinetics of the optical Kerr effect in a transparent medium. Uses in ultrafast and noninstantaneous response time measurements are described.

The optical Kerr shutter technique is now widely used with femtosecond pulses because it provides a convenient way to measure, for example, the dynamics of molecular orientation in liquids, electronic state distortions in glasses or other condensed media. In these experiments, an ultrashort pump pulse induces a transient birefringence in the Kerr medium. This medium is placed between crossed polarizer and analyzer, and the shutter transmission is proportional to the index variation squared. The time evolution of the Kerr shutter transmission is then directly related to the relaxation time of the medium studied. When the relaxation time is very fast compared to the excitation duration, the induced transient birefringence exactly follows the pump pulse shape. When the pump pulse duration is much shorter than the relaxation process, the index variation is directly governed by the dynamics of the optical Kerr effect in the medium. Let us now consider the transmission of a very long duration probe pulse through the Kerr shutter. The probe signal temporal shape is modulated by the temporal variations of the Kerr shutter transmission. For an instantaneous response the transmitted probe pulse shape is proportional to the square of the pump shape; for a noninstantaneous response the transmitted probe temporal shape is proportional to the square of the dynamics of the Kerr effect. The problem is to record the temporal shape of the transmitted probe.

Our method is based on an idea introduced by Valdmanis in his real-time picosecond oscilloscope. The basic principle of these experiments is to use a long (picosecond) chirped probe pulse to transform a temporal modulation into a spectral modulation. A spectrograph then converts the wavelength-encoded temporal information to the spatial domain for readout. Using this spectrotemporal transformation, we obtain the whole Kerr shutter kinetics on a single shot basis.

As a chirped probe pulse we have used a spectral continuum created by focusing an intense femtosecond optical pulse on a water cell. As has already been shown, this spectral continuum is chirped, that is to say, the different frequencies are distributed along the continuum temporal profile. Knowledge of the chirp behavior allows us to easily convert frequency information in the temporal domain.

We have used this method for experimental measurements of optical Kerr effect kinetics in a thorium-doped glass (ultrafast response time) and in toluene (noninstantaneous response). Figure 1 depicts the experimental arrangement. The intense femtosecond pulse (620-nm wavelength) is split into two beams: the first (pump beam) is directly focused in a Kerr medium placed between crossed polarizer and analyzer; the second (probe beam) is focused first on a water cell to create the spectral continuum. Then the continuum pulse is focused on the Kerr medium with
At linear polarization. We record the transmitted probe pulse spectrum with a 0.1-m monochromator coupled to an optical multichannel analyzer (OMA). The temporal coincidence between the two pulses can be adjusted with 15-fs precision.

First, we characterized the continuum pulse chirp. We used, as an ultrafast Kerr shutter, a thorium-doped glass with an instantaneous response. We measured, for each time delay between the pump and the probe pulses, the central wavelength of the transmitted probe pulses. Figure 2 shows the continuum pulse chirp. This result indicates a positive chirp which is much larger than the Fork et al. experimental results. This difference could come from the fact that Fork et al. used a thin ethylene glycol jet and we used a thick (1-cm) water cell. As shown in Fig. 2, the chirp is nearly linear between 500 and 600 nm with a slope of ~13 fs/nm. In our optical setup the continuum passes through the water cell, a thick (1.5-cm) Glan polarizer and two lenses (~1 cm thick). If we calculate the chirp introduced by all these dispersive elements, we find (using a dispersion value equal to 370 ps/nm · km at a wavelength of 550 nm) a chirp coefficient K equal to 13 fs/nm.

This value shows that the continuum chirp is mainly created by the group velocity dispersion introduced by our optical arrangement. This implies that the chirp coefficient can be easily adjusted (by controlling the thickness of the dispersive elements), and that in addition its value only depends a little on the input pulse characteristics and does not need to be determined for each laser shot.

First, we measured the Kerr effect time behavior in a thorium-doped glass. In this experiment we used the spectral continuum probe in a region centered at 570 nm where the chirp is linear. The probe spectrum in front of the sample is given in Fig. 3. The pump pulse is temporally coincident with that part of the probe centered at 570 n. We recorded the spectrum of the probe transmitted by the Kerr shutter (Fig. 4). The time calibration of the X axis is done using the chirp measurements and gives a Kerr shutter response time of ~150 fs. We have plotted in the same diagram (Fig. 5) three superimposed pulses each delayed from the previous one by adjusting the fixed delay time between the pump and the continuum probe. This figure shows that each delay corresponds to a different peak wavelength selected in the continuum. In addition, the measured response depends only a little on the selected central wavelength as long as the chirp remains linear in this domain. In this case (instantaneous response), the kinetics measurement does not give any information about the relaxation time of the medium, but we can obtain, using this single shot method, a good approximation of the femtosecond pulse temporal shape. For example, this method can be used to study and detect dissymmetrical pulse shapes, which is not possible using classical detection autocorrelation methods.

Next, we measured the kinetics of the Kerr effect in
toluene, using a conventional pump-and-probe technique. We found the existence of two separate relaxation times: the first ultrafast (compared to our pump pulse duration), the other slower and equal to 1.8 ps giving a slow Kerr shutter relaxation time equal to 900 fs. Making the same measurements using the single shot method we also observed two different decay zones. The first part, too fast to be resolved with our pump pulse duration, gives a profile similar to that observed for the doped glass. On the other hand, the slower relaxation due to the molecular reorientation is easily detectable. This slow exponential decay is presented in Fig. 6. The fast part of the response, about ten times greater, is not visible in this figure. The probe spectrum used in this measurement is broader than that used for the doped glass to obtain a window of $\sim 2$ ps (varying from 450 to 600 nm). We also used a less dispersive monochromator to get the whole spectrum on our detector. The decay constants measured by the two different methods are in good agreement; the comparison between the two detected signals is presented Fig. 7.

We have presented in this paper a method allowing measurement of the optical Kerr effect kinetics with a subpicosecond resolution using a single shot laser pulse. The principle of this method is to encode temporal information in the wavelength domain using a chirped spectral continuum as the probe. For an instantaneous response time we directly obtain information about the pulse shape. For an exponential decay time, even in the picosecond range we can measure the relaxation time. The main drawback of this method is created by the continuum spectrum amplitude fluctuations. But this problem can be easily solved using two OMA detectors and simultaneously measuring the spectral intensities of both the response and the incident continuum. The chirp is mainly created by group velocity dispersion in the water cell used to generate the spectral continuum and in all the glass used in the optical setup. Therefore, the chirp coefficient does not depend on the pump pulse characteristics, and remained constant during our experiments. In particular, it is not necessary to determine the chirp value for each laser shot. In addition the method used to create the chirped probe allows one to obtain adjustable chirp coefficients in a large wavelength domain (varying from 400 to 600 nm). In conclusion, this method is easy to use and gives a real-time visualization of the sample temporal relaxation with a subpicosecond resolution.
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